
LCJ Associate Members History  

 

January 11, 2005  

 There was a drop-off of Associate members in 2003-2004. Bill Roedder sent a letter & 

survey to Associate members to stimulate interest in rejoining LCJ. 

May 9, 2005  

 Bill Roedder proposed to increase the number of LCJ’s Associate members from 50 to 

65. The motion was approved by the Board.  

 A letter was developed to acknowledge the Associate members for their contributions to 

LCJ. The letter was signed by the Board & Corporate members.  

January 3, 2006  

 A policy was approved to increase the Associate members from 50 to 65.  

May 4, 2009 

 LCJ maintained 65 Associate members as being the cap-off for three years.  

 To encourage law firms to join, the Board created a new incentive allowing Associate 

Members to pay a reduced rate if they also were able to get a corporate member to join. 

January 2010  

 A big campaign for to retain Associate members was done by Corporate members; a plan 

of action was developed. (Abbreviated Plan below) 

A Plan of Action was set up for corporate members to assist with retaining Associate members.  

 Encourage Members to update their respective info on the LCJ website 

 Develop a hard copy of membership roster (Corporate & Associate) 

 Obtain quotes from corporate members touting their work with LCJ firms 

 Obtain statically data from corporations to show both Associate and Corporate that 

Corporate members have retained Associate members 

 Highlight to Associate members the benefits of working hand-in-hand with Corporate 

members on committees 

 Develop information on the number of hours and dollar amounts devoted by Associate 

members in the cause of civil justice for LCJ’s Corporate members 

 Consider quarterly e-newsletters to Corporate members highlighting the work of 

Associate members:   

 On LCJ committees 

 On LCJ Projects 

 Appearances to testify 

 Contacting legislators and rules committees members on behalf of LCJ 

 Writing articles or white papers in support of LCJ positions 



 LCJ maintained the 65 cap for two years, and the most Associate Members LCJ had 

during this time were 61.  

September 12, 2012  

 LCJ had direct outreach efforts to the FDCC, IADC and DRI to generate more Associate 

Members, and the maximum of 65 Associate members was reached with 5 pending 

applications.  After discussing the pros and cons of permitting more members, the Board 

decided to go from 65 to 75 for Associate members. 

 Board Members Wayne Mason and Lewis Collins recall trying to balance the need for 

revenue against concerns that having too many Associate Members would dilute the 

value of membership.  They wanted to facilitate a premium on the ability of the Associate 

Members to subtly market themselves to the corporate members and feared that too many 

Associate Members would result in an imbalance in the membership. 

November 10, 2016 

 LCJ has 71 Associate members 


